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Two periods of primo vascular system (PVS) discovery exist. The first one includes the five
reports of B. H. Kim made from 1962 to 1965. The second one is from 2002 until the
present time and includes reports made mainly by the Seoul National University group
using modern methods. The purpose of this article is to describe the claims in B. H. Kim’s
reports, to comment on the most important points of his claims, and to offer hypotheses
for the morphological architecture and the function of the PVS. The PVS integrated the
cardiovascular, nervous, and hormonal systems. Thus, the particularities of the various
body systems are combined in the PVS. The PVS is not a simple circulatory system like
the cardiovascular system. Its influence on all body systems is a combination of not only
substances and signals but also energy and information. The primordial PVS is like a matrix
for the vascular and the nervous systems, which are formed around the PVS. The PVS is
duplicated by the vascular and the nervous systems in the very early stage of body devel-
opment. This is the reason why the PVS combines the features of the vascular, the
nervous, and the hormonal systems. Subsequently, all embryonic body systems have
developed, the primordial PVS remains connected to them, but dominates and controls
them as the primeval functional system.of “Animal Morphology, Physiology and Nutrition,” Agricultural Faculty, Trakia University, Student’s
acopuncture Institute
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242 M. Stefanov1. Introduction
Morphological science, as a part of biological sciences, has
a great challenge to make new discoveries. Such discoveries
in morphology have not been made since the 18th century
and need more attention.
A new anatomical system corresponding to the ancient
acupuncture meridian was described for the first time in
the 1960s by Professor B.H. Kim. He presented five articles
[1e5], describing nodes and ducts responding to acupunc-
tural points and meridians and called the nodes and ducts
Bonghan corpuscles and ducts. However his findings have
not attracted attention and have been neglected by the
scientific community.
During the past 10 years, Prof. K.S. Soh and his team at
the Seoul National University, South Korea, have made
great efforts to confirm the findings of B.H. Kim and to
develop methods to detect and identify the new anatomical
system [6]. The team’s investigations included advanced
morphological and physiological methods. They named the
new system, the primo vascular system (PVS), and they
renamed the channels and nodes as primo vessels (PV) and
primo nodes (PN), because the names Bonghan ducts and
nodes did not carry scientific meaning. The name “primo” is
well chosen because these vessels are primordial vessels
that develop from an egg before the blood and the nervous
systems.
B. H. Kim’s papers do not have full scientific significance
because they lack detailed descriptions of the methods
used and only presented the main ideas on the existence of
the new anatomical system. The Seoul National University
team has conducted modern investigations in an attempt to
disseminate more information about the PVS through the
publication of a series of papers, conferences and society
meetings concerning the new system, and by making this
subject attractive to many scientists throughout the world.
In this paper, we consider the claims in B. H. Kim’s
reports, make comments concerning the salient points of
his claims, and offer hypotheses on the morphological
architecture and the function of the PVS. We will use the
conclusions of his five reports as translated by Kim et al [7].
In this paper, we will use the terminology adopted at the
International Symposium on the Primo Vascular System,
which was held in 2010 [8].
2. The first paper: Study on the reality of the
acupuncture meridian (1962)
The conclusion of his rather short and primitive first report
in 1962 can be summarized in the following paragraph.
B. H. Kim found the physical substrate of acupuncture
points and meridians, including several new points that
differ from classical acupuncture points. The author of this
review has a comment on the significance his claims.
Comment: If new morphological structures and new
acupuncture points exist, the new anatomical system can
offer unexpected possibilities concerning not only the
morphology but the physiology, biochemistry, and
biophysical processes of all body systems, which means that
we need a new kind of thinking and understanding of the
morphological connections between the various systems inthe body and the functions of all body organs beyond the
traditional knowledge of Western medicine and Eastern
traditional medicine. The mistrust of Western medicine for
Eastern traditional medicine needs to be overcome, and
knowledge needs to be combined to achieve a better
understanding of and to provide an explanation for the
functions in the physiology and the medicine of the new
system.
3. The second paper: On the Kyungrak system
(1963)
The conclusions of B. H. Kim’s second paper can be cate-
gorized into eight ideas, and the author’s comments on
each idea are given.
The PVS is an independent functional morphological
system.
Comment: This system is closely related to vascular and
lymphatic vessels and to nerves: the directions of the
vessels and nerves, the cavities and the channels of the
central nervous system (CNS), and the beating of the heart.
The PVS also contains hormones and microcells with chro-
mosomes. In fact, the new system integrates the cardio-
vascular and the nervous system. Thus, the particularities
of different body systems are combined in the PVS.
The superficial PVs and extravascular PVs are connected
with superficial nodes. The deep PVs are connected
between them with intravascular PVs, deep PNs and
organ nodes.
Comment: B.H. Kim did not show explicit connections
between the PVS in the cardiovascular system and the one in
the nervous system. He did not show a concrete relation
between external and internal PNs although he stated that
the internal PVS had been discovered by tracing the flow of
a blue dye injected into the external PVS. In fact, he
described three different subsystems without showing the
connections between themdthe external, internal, and
nervous PVs. He clearly indicated that they formed aweblike
network, but did not present any data to support that claim.
Neither were main organs or organs of the PVS shown. We
suggest that the internal and external PV subsystems are
functionally connected with the heart and that the heart is
the main organ of this part of the PVS. The nervous PV
subsystem functionally has the brain as its main organ.
B.H. Kim stated that the superficial PNs had a muscular
layer and various cells inside. Their structure was
different from that of the deep PNs.
Comment: This description pertains to the glands, not to
the nodes. It is probable that the superficial PNs have
a structure different from that we have known until the
present time.
PNs have many kind of nuclear acids, mainly DNA.
Comment: Probably, the PNs can produce extracellular
nuclear acids including DNA which forms one to two chro-
mosomes. When the chromosomes leave the cell, they
obtain a membrane. In fact, this would be the exocytose of
DNA. This process would not be regular, but would be
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conditions) and internal (tissue damage) factors. In this
case, the PVS could influence the repair and regeneration
of cells and tissues including tumors. The existence of PVs
in a tumor’s capsule could be another way for metastasis to
occur, but it could also be a way to repair misprogrammed
and growing cells. Probably, the chromosomes of the
microcells contain specialized information for the repair of
damaged cells.
There is a liquid circulating in the PVS. The flow is
slower than blood flow and lymphatic flow.
Comments: As with every system in the body, the PVS
should have resting and active stages. All experiments were
made under anesthesia, which means that the PVS is in the
resting stage, and not the active stage. Perhaps, this is the
reason for the slow speed of the primo fluid.
Oneof theparticularities of the speedflowdependson the
vessel’s wall structure. The clearest characteristics to
distinguish the different types of vessels are the shapes and
sizes of the endothelial nuclei. Arterial vessels have the
highest blood flow speed. Their nuclei are elongated and
larger than those of the others. The veins have spherical and
smaller nuclei, and the lymphatic endothelial cells have the
smallest nuclei with oval shapes. We can infer that vessels
with larger and elongated nuclei have faster flow speed. The
endothelial nuclei of the PVS have rod-shaped forms and are
10e20 mm in length. In fact, they have the largest nucleus
with a very elongated form as they have rod-shaped forms.
No description has been given for the borders between the
endothelial cells of the PVS. The PVS endothelial cells may
form a kind of sintitium (layer with nuclei under the
membrane without cell borders) that can facilitate the
highest speed of the fluid without loss of speed while passing
through the borders of the endothelial cells. The shapes,
sizes, and structures of the PVS endothelial cells have char-
acteristics that permit a high-speed liquid flow.
The blood vessels have in their walls elastic membranes
and muscle layers that help blood to flow. No such layers
exist in PVs. They are surrounded by a membrane. Thus,
a question arises as to how the speed of the primo fluid
could be faster than the speeds of fluids in vessels including
the arteries? The answer could be related to an F-actin
reaction in the cells of the PV. F-actin is responsible for
a contractile function, and F-actin changes very easily to G-
actin, which may explain the contractile function of PVS
membranes. The PVS has no regulatory mechanisms that
depend on the autonomic nervous system, which means
that the PVs have permanently open lumens. In the PVS, no
morphological structures responsible for the regulation of
flowdsuch as arterial cushions, sphincters, pericytes, and
muscle layers, which are involved in blood and lymph flow
under the control of the autonomic nervous systemdexist.
PVs are not strongly attached on the surfaces of the
surrounding organs, which make them more adaptive to
sudden changes in the flow speed of the liquid. The
bioelectrical signals of the PVs endothelial cells are similar
to those of vascular smooth muscle cells. This can confirm
the contractility of the cells [9].
Altogether, these morphofunctional particularities
permit a higher speed for the flow of the primo fluid. On theother hand, the diameters of the lumens of a PV are only
5e10 mm, which is of capillary size for the blood and the
lymph systems. Such a small size would have a strong
surface tension against the flow. Therefore, the speed of
the primo fluid can be slow because of this size effect.
The primo fluid flow is in one direction attending the
blood flow circulation. The liquid flow depends on the
heartbeat and the pressures of the blood and the
lymph.
Comment: The blood from arteries supply, veins, and
lymph vessels drains tissues and organs. In fact, arterial
blood goes to tissues, while venous blood and lymphatic
liquid go to the heart. Only the primo fluid makes a full
circulation in the body. If the flow in the PVS is under the
influence of the beating of the heart, the liquid in arterial
intravascular PVs would flow with higher speed than the
liquid in the other PVs. B.H. Kim makes no mention of such
a difference between speeds in the different parts of the
PVS. On the other hand, the cardiovascular system’s blood
flowdepends not only on the beating of the heart but is under
the control of the autonomic nervous system and contrac-
tions of the muscles, which means that the primo fluid flow
could depend indirectly on the autonomic nervous system
and muscle contraction. Also, no description is given con-
cerning how the PVs go through the valves in the venous and
the lymphatic vessels. As the PVs move freely inside the
vessel’s lumen, probably they receive pressure from the
valve’s plates which might help primo fluid circulation inside
the veins and lymphatic vessels. In his third paper, B.H. Kim
retracted his conjecture on the flow direction of the primo
fluid. He found later that the direction of the primo fluid flow
was independent of the direction of blood flow.
The PVS has a unique bioelectrical activity different
from other various electric changes so far induced from
the skin.
Comment: The change in bioelectrical impulses means
that other kinds of physical influences on the PVS aside
from those of the nervous and cardiovascular systems may
exist.
PVS fluid has DNA outside the cell nucleus.
Comment: The significance of this phenomenon could be
in the delivery of damaged tissues of nuclear acids to help
in their recovery and regeneration. In the case of tumors,
the primo fluid supplies cancer tissue with the correct DNA,
in contrast to the modified DNA in the tumors cells.4. The third paper: The Kyungrak system 1965
The subvessels of PVs are made of endothelial cells with
rod-shaped nuclei, smooth muscle cells, and adventitia.
Comment: This description is similar to the structure of the
blood vessel wall with the exception of the shape of the
nuclei.
Fiber structures and amorphous substances exist among
the subvessels, and a membrane surrounds the whole
primo vessel.
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adventitia of the subvessels but used different terms.
Probably, the subvessels have double coats: (1) adventitia
containing fibers and amorphous substances as supporting
tissue and (2) a common membrane surrounding the sub-
vessels. This structure suggests the following:
e Possibility of high-speed primo-fluid flow because of
the two surrounding coatsdadventitia and common
membrane
e Stability of mechanical influence
e Lower possibility to connect with other PVs
e Possibility of two-way directions of the fluid flow
e Good isolation against mechanical, physical, and
thermal influences because of the double coats
The constituents of the PN are the subvessels and
various cells. The subvessels are densely distributed,
enlarged, and connected to each other.
Comment: In this case, the PNs will serve to gather and
distribute the PVs and to control the fluid’s flow speed,
direction, and contents. This conclusion confirms that the
PVs are connected to each other at the PNs during their
distribution through the body.
BH. Kim developed his idea for the PVS by adding inte-
rioreexterior PVs. PVS architectonics assume a new
form: interior PVs e interioreexterior PVs e exterior
PNs e exterior PVs. Interior PVs connect with the inte-
rioreexterior PVs through the vessel’s wall. On the
other hand, interioreexterior PVs connect with exterior
PNs, exterior PVs and nervous PVs.
Comment: Description of the consecutive structures of
the PVS show two ways of communications between them.
Consecutive: Interior PVseexterior PNseexterior PVs.
Distributing: The consecutive way is connected with the
interioreexterior PVs, and through them to the exterior
PNs e exterior PVs and to the nervous PVs. Interior PNs
are connected only with interior PVs. Exterior PNs are
connecting and distributing nodes.
We propose to rename interioreexterior PVs as
“communicating PVs” because of their function.
The novel structure added to the theory previously
described by B.H. Kim is the interioreexterior PV
(communicating PV). The structures of the PV’s two coats
do not permit easy passage through the wall. All transition
zones in the body organs consist of peculiarities of both
structures. Passage through the wall would be possible if
the interior PVs had only one channel. If bundles of sub-
vessels exist, the interior PVs cannot cross the wall and
because of this the communication between the interior
PVs will be interrupted. Probably, only the peripheral
subvessels of the PV bundle can cross the wall of the
interior PVs. Several single subvessels join together into
the external PN. Maybe, this is one of the functions of the
PNs. The points where the PVs attach to the organ’s surface
are probably the only points where the PVs enter the
organ. The freely floating PVs inside the vessels do notconnect with the vessel’s wall with the exception of the
area where they are close to the exterior PNs. The interior
PVs use the vessels only as a highway to reach the target
organs. These interior PVs sometimes come out from the
blood and lymph vessels through the wall and become
interioreexterior PVs.
The biochemical components of primo fluids are nucleic
and ribonucleic acids, nitrogen, fats, reducing sugar,
hyaluronic acid, 19 free amino acids, and 16 free
mononucleotides.
Comment: The PVS carries the basic substances to
create proteins. It could supply cells and tissues with
substances for recovery and regeneration of damaged
structures. The primo fluid helps damaged cells recover
their structures by constructing new proteins. The DNA in
the PVS fluid carries information on how to repair the cells.
Hyaluronic acid is glycosaminoglycan distributed widely
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is
formed in the plasma membrane instead of the Golgi and
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration.
It is also involved in some malignant tumors [10]. Hyalur-
onic acid is a major component of skin, where it is involved
in tissue repair and plays an important role in brain
development [11]. Hyaluronic acid probably has the same
functions in the PVS.
The routes of flow are interconnected, but relatively
independent. Although primo fluid circulates only in
a specified region, it can also be transmitted through
interconnections with of other pathways.
Comment: The specific regional fluid circulation is
related with the distribution architectonics of PVs, which
is in agreement with the existence of two relatively
independent PV subsystemsdsuperficial and deep. The
interioreexterior PVs (communicating PVs) are “sleeping
by-passes” between the two mentioned subsystems. They
can be roused, if necessary, by the influence of the whole
body.
PVs have bioelectrical activity, excitatory conductivity,
and mechanical motility. The electrical changes vary in
relation to stimuli to the PVs. The PVs have mechanisms
to actively circulate the primo fluid.
Comment: B.H. Kim’s investigations do not show
bioelectrical-active structures, with the exception of
smooth muscle cells. Probably, there are internal signals
and external stimuli capable of activating the PVS. Acu-
punctural needles can provoke mechanical stimuli. They
may serve as antennae for externally influencing physical
fields. It is noteworthy that no description of the regulatory
role of the CNS exists, and there is a lack of CNS partici-
pation in the PVS. Therefore, the sources of bioelectrical
activity, excitatory conductivity, and mechanical motility
have to be found in other places.
All nuclei of tissue cells are connected to the fine
terminal subvessels. These subvessels are connected to
the primo vessels in the organs. The PNs in the organs
are connected to the organ’s tissue cells within a speci-
fied range. All PNs for the organs are connected to all
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the PNs for the organs.
Comment: Current knowledge of cytology and cell biology
does not describe specialized and independent channels
connecting cells to each other. On the other hand, the
terminology used by B.H. Kimmaybedifferent fromthatused
in current literature, with the same structures being
described with different terminology. Currently, in the liter-
ature there are descriptions of communications between the
nucleus, the granular endoplasmic reticulum, the smooth
endoplasmic reticulum, and the Golgi body. In fact, alto-
gether, they form one morphofunctional complex. The
mechanism of transport through nuclear pores is unknown,
but requiresenergy.Thesubvessels describedbyB.H.Kimand
the modern communication complex may be the same
structures, which could explain the existence of DNA, RNA,
and the main substances for protein synthesis in the PVS.
By hypothesizing that the single subvessels start from
each cell, B.H. Kim added, in fact, a new part of the PVS.
Besides the bundle of PVs, a single subvessel exists coming
out from every cell to the PVS, which changes the primordial
scheme of the PVS morphological architecture. Incidentally,
the terminal subvessels look like the terminal part of the
lymphatic system. The difference between the lymphatic
system and the PVS is that the blind capillaries of the
lymphatic system begin from interstitial spaces, whereas
the PVS single subvessels start from cells. Probably, the
meridians are complex structures between different organ
systems. Thus, it is logical that meridians start and end at
organs as the PVS follows circulating blood and lymph.
Primo fluid circulates from superficial PNs to deep PNs
and then to the organ PNs and cells in tissue.
Comment: The circulatory description suggests that in
the PVS resting stage, some relatively independent levels of
circulation, superficial, deep, organ’s and cell’s circulation,
exist. Such types of circulations could be normal for healthy
tissues. These kinds of circulation could be changed
permanently, depending on the needs of the cells of every
organ’s tissues. In circumstances requiring more a systemic
or whole body reaction, the interconnections and the
“sleeping” parts of the PVs are aroused. In pathological
stages, the damaged cells send out signals, and the PVS
transmits the primo fluid to the damaged cells, providing
the substances and the information needed to repair the
cells. Thus, the circulatory pathway of the primo fluid is not
simple or unitary.
Changes in the primo fluid circulation affect the func-
tions of organic tissues. Stimulation of the PVs induces
changes in the number of beats and the power of the
heart, the intestinal movement, and the fatigue curve
of skeletal muscles. Cutting PVs caused prominent
changes such as karyolysis, apoptosis in the cells, and
reduced excitability of nerves and muscle movement.
Comment: We should be aware that the new system has
specific types of functions very different from those
currently known. The PVS is not just a circulatory system
like the cardiovascular system. Its influence on all body
systems is a combination of not only substances and signals,
but also energy and information. The PVS consists ofrelatively closed paths that can be open to wider regions,
possibly exerting an influence on all body systems and
organs. Following the vessels and nerves, the PVS use them
not only as a “highway,” but as a way to exert influence on
body systems and organ. In fact, supplying, draining, and
innervating tissues and organs are duplicated by the PVS.
This duplication may be a way of controlling those systems.
In other words, the PVS provides control of the cardiovas-
cular system which provides substances and hormones to
the organs and the nervous system which, in turn, provides
impulses to the organs.
Development of meridians (PVS) takes place ahead of
development of other organs, such as blood vessels and
the nervous system. The formation of the PV blast cell
occurs 7e8 h after fertilization, that of the primordial
PVs occurs 10 h after fertilization, that of the primitive
primo lumens occurs 15 h after fertilization, and the
completion of the primo lumens occurs 20e28 h after
fertilization. The PVS plays an important role during the
development of an organism.
Comment: The duplication of the PVS by the vascular
and the nervous systems begins with the creation of the
primordial PVS in the very earliest stage of body develop-
ment. In fact, the primordial PVS is like a matrix for the
vascular and the nervous systems which are formed around
the PVS. In this case, the PVS combines the features of the
vascular, the nervous, and the hormonal systems. Subse-
quently, after all embryonic body systems have developed,
the primordial PVS remains connected with them, but
dominates and controls them as the oldest morphological
functional system. Maybe, the fact that the heart is one of
the first organs to develop is not accidental. Thebesian
vessels (TVs) (vv. Cordis minimae) exist in the heart struc-
ture, and their structure and function have been the
subject of dispute for 150 years. The embryonic develop-
ment of TVs in the heart is like indefinite channels that are
left after birth in connection with the heart wall. Probably,
the primordial PVS is connected in the earliest stage of
embryonic development with the TVs and is the connection
between the PVS and the heart. Thus, the heart is probably
the main organ of the internal PVS.
The PVS seems to exist throughout the biological world,
including in invertebrates, vertebrates, and plants.
Comment: Animals have different types of embryonic
development. The types of embryonic development prob-
ably provoke different paths of development for the PVS. As
animals are classified as lower, middle, and higher, the PVSs
of animals could be divided according to the same classi-
fication, with the most developed PVS existing in humans.5. The fourth paper: Sanal theory (1965)
Living organisms keep themselves alive via regeneration
following the sanal-cell cycle. Sanals (microcells) grow into
cells, and cells in turn become the sanals. A sanalsome is
a kind of chromosome that forms when cells divide. The
chromosome emerges in the metaphase of cell division.
Comment: The microcells have the characteristics of
embryonic stem cells, which is probably why they
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microcells bring information and could change to any type
of cell because they are in the metaphase stage.6. The fifth paper: Sanals and hematopoiesis
(1965)
Hematopoietic organs such as bone marrow, the spleen,
and lymphatic nodes have well-developed PVs whose
structure and function are similar to those of PNs.
Comment: Hematopoietic organs probably are the
largest source of the microcells that go into the primo fluid
in the well-developed network of the PVs and distribute to
the target organs.7. Summary and discussion
The PVS integrates the cardiovascular, the nervous, and the
hormonal systems. Thus, the particularities of different
body systems are combined in the PVS. The PVS is not
a simple circulatory system like the cardiovascular system.
Its influence on the whole body is a combination of not only
substances and signals but also energy and information.
We propose to modify B.H. Kim’s PVS architectonics to
three different subsystemsdthe external, the internal, and
the nervous PVSs. We suggest that the internal and the
external PV subsystems are connected with the heart and
that the heart is the main organ of this part of the PVS. The
nervous PV subsystem is connected with the brain as its
main organ.
The consecutive morphological architectonics of the PVS
show two ways of communications between them. In the
consecutive way, the interior PVs connect with the exterior
PNs, and the exterior PNs connect with the exterior PVs. In
the distributing way, the consecutive way is connected with
the interioreexterior PVs, anddthrough themdto the
exterior PNseexterior PVs and to the nervous PVs. Interior
PNs are connected only with interior PVs. Exterior PNs are
connecting and distributing nodes.
We propose to rename interioreexterior PVs as
“communicating PVs” because of their function. The
communicating PVs are “sleeping by-passes” between the
two mentioned subsystems. They can be unlocked, if
necessary, by the influence of the whole body.
Like other systems in the body, the PVS should have
resting and active stages. Probably, internal signals and
external stimuli that are able to activate the PVS exist.
Acupunctural needles could provoke mechanical stimuli.
Perhaps they could serve as antennae for externally influ-
encing physical fields. In the resting stage of the PVS, some
relatively independent nets of circulation, superficial,
deep, organ’s and cell’s circulation, exist. These kinds of
circulation could change with the changing needs of the
cells in every organ’s tissue. In circumstances requiring
more systemic or whole body reactions, the interconnec-
tions and “sleeping” parts of the PVS may turn on. In
pathological situations, the damaged cells send out signals,
and the PVS transmits the primo fluid to the damaged cells
in order to supply the substances and the information
needed to repair the cells.Arterial blood flow goes to tissues, and venous blood and
lymphatic fluid go to the heart, but the primo fluid makes
a full circulation in the body. A fluid circulates in the PVS, but
the flow is slower than blood flow and lymphatic flow even
though PVSmorphofunctional particularities exist thatmight
permit a higher speed of the flow. The PVS endothelial cells
may be a kind of sintitium (layer with nuclei under
a membrane without cell borders) that can facilitate a very
high speed of fluid flow without loss of speed when passing
through the borders of endothelial cells. The shapes, sizes
and structures of PVS endothelial cells have characteristics
that permit a higher speed for the liquid flow.
Primo fluid contains the basic substances to create
proteins. It could supply cells and tissues with substances for
recovery and regeneration of damaged structures. The DNA
in the PVS fluid should carry information on how to repair the
damaged cells. The PVs in the tumor’s capsule could be an
additional way for metastasis to occur, but it could also be
a means to repair wrongly programmed and growing cells.
The subvessels have double coats: adventitia containing
fibrin fibers and amorphous substance as supporting tissue
and a surrounding common membrane. This structure
suggests a possibility for stability against mechanical
influence, a lower probability to be connected with other
PVs, and a possibility for two-way directions of the fluid
flow. Thus, the double-coat structure is good for protection
against mechanical, physical, and thermal disturbances.
Passage through the PV wall would be possible if the
interior PVs have one channel only. Probably, only the
peripheral subvessels of the PV bundle can cross the wall of
interior PVs. Several single subvessels join together into the
external PN. It might be that this is one of the functions of
PNs. The points where PVs attach to the organ’s surface
may be the only points where the PVs enter the organ. The
freely floating PVs inside the vessels are not connected with
the vessel wall, with the exception of where they are close
to the exterior PNs and when they come out of the vessels
through the vessels wall and connect to the interior-
eexterior PVs or the exterior PNs.
The primordial PVS is like amatrix for the vascular and the
nervous systems, which are formed around the PVS. The PVS
is duplicated by the vascular and the nervous systems in the
very early stage of body development. This is the reason why
the PVS combines the features of the vascular, the nervous,
and the hormonal systems. Subsequently, after all embryonic
body systems have been developed, the primordial PVS
remains connected with them, but dominates and controls
them as the oldest morphological functional system.
Finally, the author would like to point out that as far as
the author is aware, to date there has been only one serious
critical study [12] of B.H. Kim’s work. However, this criti-
cism is limited only to the basic histological study of PNs in
the skin and does not consider investigation of other
subsystems of the PVS, especially those in blood vessels,
lymph vessels, or the brainenerve system [8].Acknowledgement
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